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Abstract

Recently, Perovskite Cobaltites have fascinated scientists and engineers’ intention due to their interesting and important 
magnetic and electronic transport properties for energy harvest and chemical sensor development.  Among them, the double 
perovskite LaBaCo2O5.5+δ shows very ultrafast oxygen transport properties and unique magnetotransport properties probably 
resulted from the various oxidation states (Co2+/Co3+/Co4+) of cobalt, different spin state configurations, and the A-site cations’ 
ordering structures of La3+ and Ba2+.  We have successfully fabricated highly epitaxial LBCO thin films with controllable film 
orientations and discovered various interesting physical phenomena.  For instant, a giant resistance switch behavior was found 
during the reduction and re-oxidation process with a reproducible resistance response over 99% at temperature range of 400 ~ 
780ºC; an ultra large MR effect value of about 44% for the film of 82nm was achieved at 60 K; etc.  Details will be discussed 
in the talk.
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